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Sooo Blue MUFF     by Zlata Tomikj 

For the people who usually buy pairs of glows and at the end of the day they are left with just 

one of the glove  ..I’m  in this group of people so I decided to make one cozy stylish MUFF !!! 

Enjoy… 

CRAFT        Kniting  

SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner  

SIZE: One Size Depends of needle you can 

make different sizes!!   

YARN : 1 ball , 100g ; 325 m 

NEEDLE :  one pair size 7 ( 4.5 mm) 

GAUGE :  4 sts and 5 row = 2.5 cm/1 “ 

MESURMENTS :   14.25” long 

STITCHES  :   Moss stitch ( Double MOSS) ( 2 +1) 

                          Ridged Rib ( 2 +1) 

PFB = purl into  front and back  of next st 

 

                                            14.25” 

 

 

 

 

                           4”               6.25” 

 

 

MUFF 

 Cast on 31 sts with 2 starnds. Start with      Ridged Rib ( 2 +1) 

1. ROW:  Knit 

2. ROW:  Knit 

3. ROW : P1, * K1, P1: rep from* to end 

4. ROW : K1, * P1, K1; rep from* to end 
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Repeat these 4 rows for about  4 .25“/10.1 cm from beginning. End with 1
st
 &2

nd
 

row: Knitt ( in the 2
nd

 row make the increace) 

 

 INC  Row (WS) :  Inc 12 st - K1, * PFB  , K1 = (43) st 
 Start with   Moss stitch ( Double MOSS) ( 2 +1) 

1. ROW: K1, * P1, K1; rep from* to end 

2. ROW : P1, * K1, P1 ; rep from * to end 

3. ROW: same as 2
nd

 row 

4. ROW : same as 1
nd

 row 

Repeat these 4 rows! It should be 5”/13cm  long from the beginning of  the MOSS Stitch 

 Dec  row  : Dec 12 st – K1, * K2tog,  K1   = (31) (make it in the 1
st
 row of Ridged rib) 

 Start with   Ridged Rib ( 2 +1)   

1. ROW:  Knit 

2. ROW:  Knit 

3. ROW : P1, * K1, P1: rep from* to end 

4. ROW : K1, * P1, K1; rep from* to end 

Repeat these 4 rows for about  4 “/10.1 cm ,End with 1 and 2 row. Bind  off st  purl . 

 

 

MAKE THE STRAIPE 

 

Cast on as many st to get 32cm or to get your desired length . Attach it 

to the end or in the middle of the muff 

 

 

 

 
 

 

FINISHING 
 
Following diagram, and using long tail for sew it together. Weave 

in ends. You can sew some flower or  bow or you can make it 

from purls.  


